TEAMING UP AGAINST THE MARIJUANA AMENDMENT
DeSantis, hemp and the GOP form an alliance to kill effort to legalize weed in Florida.
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Trump ‘fine’ after being rushed off stage in Pennsylvania after shots appeared to ring out

A South Florida architect is building a thriving practice focused on helping solve the problem of affordable housing through innovative design that keeps costs down.

Some architects dream of building lofty skyscrapers or attention-grabbing homes for the rich and famous.
Not Margi Glavovic Nothard.
The Fort Lauderdale-based design director has built a thriving architectural firm by instead applying her considerable design chops to a heretofore unglamorous field of development: Low-income housing.
Her Glavovic Studio does it with style, bringing to affordable housing the kind of design flair that wins accolades from architecture critics. There's no cookie-cutter in the firm's portfolio.

Margi Glavovic Nothard, stands in her public art installation Sunset Hammock at Sunset Point Park on the edge of the Everglades in Tamarac on June 28.

CAN GOOD DESIGN HELP SOLVE THE HOUSING CRISIS?

The entire country is getting involved in the campaign in Florida over abortion.

Trump chucking behind the lectern before Secret Service Agents rushed in to cover the former president. Trump later emerged from behind the lectern with blood on his face and ear. Agents helped him stand.
He was yelling back to the crowd and raised his fist. He was then taken to a vehicle and evacuated from the scene, the Secret Service says.

Trump’s lawyer, former Florida Attorney General Pam Bondi, called the incident “an assassination attempt” and said Trump “is mentally and physically sound.”

The entire country is getting involved in the campaign in Florida over abortion.

Florida may no longer be a battleground in the presidential race, but a new political fight over abortion is drawing interest from around the country and taking center stage in the Sunshine State.

Donors — both in Florida and nationally — are putting tens of millions of dollars behind a proposed constitutional amendment that would legalize abortion up until fetal viability, generally understood to be around 24 weeks of pregnancy. Known as Amendment 4, the measure also includes exceptions past that mark for “the patient’s health, as determined by the patient’s healthcare provider.”

Opponents of the ballot measure, including Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis and the state Republican Party he commands, say it’s an ill-defined and overly broad effort to ensure abortion access up until a child is born.
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